
Chasing my Y-DNA part 9
Families associated with the Elwald of Redheugh
Traitors of Leven in the last part we find;

Douglas, Armstrong, Kerr and Scott associated with the Elwald 
this was in the later part of the fifteenth century.

A generation earlier land of Redheugh, was passed to the family 
squire Robert Elwald. 



Previously; MCCCCXXXVI (1436) lands of Wolfhopelee north of Liddesdale were passed to David 
Home (Hume) squire, in attendence were John Elwald, and Jacob Corsar. This land was from a William 
Douglas to his family squire David Hume.  It is important to know once an individual is established as 
landed the basically can become or are gentry.  David de Home is of Home, which is located near the 
eastern end of the 1320 Scottish Border.

It has been said that the Elwald/Ellot/Elliot are allied to the gentry of Douglas,  
Bothwell, and Hume, and this is to show the Hume received their status as a gentry 
from the Douglas, with the names Elwald and Crosar involved, in an area north of 
Liddesdale away from the 1320 Scottish Border in 1436.

When of the Redheugh region was pasted from Achibald Douglas, (Bell the Cat) 
5th Earl of Douglas to his family squire Robert Elwald, is took days and many 
people were involved, and this shows how important it was for the family to 
obtain the lands of Redheugh, which today is consider the home of the clan.



The word Caer means a fort, and is said to have been 
used in speaking of a left-handed person, and such the 
Border Kers are asserted to have been. Their pedigree 
begins with John Ker of the forest of Selkirk, who in 1357 
had a charter granting him part of Auldtounburn. In the 
time of his great-great-grandson Andrew, on the fall of the 
Douglases, the family became vassals of the Crown. In 
145 1 the said Andrew had a charter of the king's lands of the 
barony of Old Roxburgh, and in 1457 is described as "of 
Cessford." By his marriage with a daughter of Douglas of 
Cavers he had three sons — Andrew, whose daughter married 
John Home of Ersilton, from whom is descended the Earl of 
Home ; Walter, who continued the line of the Kers of Cess- 
ford, the ancestor of the Duke of Roxburghe ; and Thomas, 
the first of the Kerrs of Ferniehirst, the ancestor of the 
Marquess of Lothian. 

The Elwalds were first known in Liddesdale about the 
middle of the fifteenth century, and it is probable that they 
were introduced by the Douglases, of whom they were ever 
the firm supporters. The Earl of Angus — ** Bell - the- Cat " 
— in an old Larriston deed, dated 1479, describes the laird 
of Larriston as "our velbelufyt fameliar squiar Robert 
Elwald of ye Redheuch," and mentions "gud and faithfull 
servis to us don and for to be don." The family increased 
till it became one of the largest on the Border,
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Though found it interesting about the Kerr, that they are noted to be left- 
handed. Have a brother that is left-handed, and I myself write with my left 
hand, but feel there is no correlation, but found it interesting any way.



Names; Archibald Douglas 5th Earl of Angus, Robert Elwald, Walter 
Scott of Edschaw, Walter Kerr of Cressford, William Elwald of 
Gorrenberry, Rudolph Kerr of Primside Loche.  These names are felt 
to be of landholders.



More names; Ninian Elwald, Robert Elwald, William Elwald, John Elwald, 
Andrew Elwald, John Crosar, Quinton Crosar, John Graham, George 
Forester, these name are felt to be family, and likely include inlaws.

Robert, William and John are standard Redheugh family names.
Andrew becomes Dand then Daniel in Ulster, and Ninian, a famous Scottish 
Saint, was dropped around the time of The Reformation, and Dand was 
beginning to be used for Andrew of St Andrew.  Though John can be 
considered a Saintly name it was then as today in common use, and made it 
through the Redheugh Reformation, unlike the names which were derived 
from St Ninian, and St Elwald.

The Redheugh surname Elwald became Ellot (at that time the only correct  



spelling for the name was Elliot without an “i”).
Given the above, and the Traitors of Levyn; The surnames related to 
the Elwald of Redheugh are;

As gentry;
Scott, Hume, Douglas, and Kerr
As family;
Armstrong, Graham, Crosar, and Forester
Given;

In the above one can see the names Elliot (Elwood (Elwald)), Scott, Kerr, Liddell, and 
Armstrong. Tweed is a river near the eastern 1320 border in the are of Home. Thomson; 
son of Tom, and Watson; the son of Walter. It should be noted the is from Border Reiver 
DNA site which contain border Reveivers.



Above is a bit different grouping; Carothers, Carr (Kerr), and Forrest shows up, along 
with Fletcher which has been brought up in a previous part, and there is even a Douglas.
Young is was used on the Scotland borders and brought to Appalachia, as when one 
would refer to someone as young John; his father is named John. 

The names of the Traitors of Leven are represented above; Douglas, Kerr, Armstrong,  
Scott and Elwald (Ellwood), are represented in the grouping above. 

My Y-DNA is represented in both groupings, in the above as SEYDN, and in the below 
as 101829. 

Though Graham and Crosar, do not show above, the Graham were more of the are of 
Leven, and the Crosar, were of a small group associated with the Elwald, and today 
considered a sept of the Armstrong Clan.

The above Y-DNA information shows that my Y-DNA has a fingerprint of 
where it has been, and that region is near as the Liddell in Liddesdale. This is 
said to be a Y-DNA Fingerprint.



Tait?
Clan Tait/Tate seems to show up on the Y-DNA so it is felt something needed to be said 
about them.



  



Tait, not Tate is Scottish
By looking at the distribution of the name Tait and Tate; Tait is Scottish.
All the listings one the Y-DNA the name is spelled Tait, not Tate, though 
Tate is known to be in common use by the listing above as Tait (Tate).

All the Tait/Tate above are spelled as the Scottish Tait.





The Hermitage was transferred from Archibald Douglas 5th Earl of Angus to 
Patrick Hepburn Earl of Bothwell.

This from my understanding was to lessen the strength of the Douglas family 
on the border. The Douglas family had owned Bothwell previous to the 
Hepburn, and this was an exchange directly or indirectly where Archibald 
regained Bothwell near Glasgow for the Douglas family, though the Hepburn 
retained the name of the estate and were referred to as Bothwell.



Dande Tate his “mawghe” (best guess; bookkeeper/servant). Note the name 
Yong (Young) 1516.

Above felt to be near Edinburgh.



The Tait (not Tate) family does not seem to have the strong associations to 
the Redheugh line like other names Scott, Armstrong, Kerr, Crosar, and 
Douglas, but it seems to bump shoulders with the family of Elwald, and 
seems to match the northern part of my Y-DNA. 

Have covered family names with PSE (pre surname emergence), Gresham, 
Scarborough, Cave, Dennis and Fletcher, and have covered names with after 
surname emergence, which may spread name through association, by NPE 
(non parental events). These would be Armstrong, Scott, and Kerr, and 
Crosar it is felt that the Tait may a combination of PSE and NPE.
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